## HIGH SCHOOL FINAL EXAM SUMMARY - SEMESTER 1  2015-2016

### MONDAY, Dec. 14
- 7:45-10:45: Mathematics-extended time
- 10:10-12:10: U.S. History, Introduction to American Justice, IB 20th Century History
- 12:00-3:00: Social Studies-extended time
- 1:10-3:10: AP Statistics

### TUESDAY, Dec. 15
- 7:45-9:45: Freshman English, Sophomore English, A Literary Look At Society, IB English II, ELD Academic Skills-Basic, ELD English 9/10, MPx - 9, MPx - 10
- 7:45-10:45: Language Arts-extended time (courses listed above except MPx)
- 12:00-3:00: World Languages-extended time
- 1:10-3:10: Oceanography, IB Chemistry SL, Advanced Aquatics

### WEDNESDAY, Dec. 16
- 7:45-9:45: Biology, IB Biology SL, AP Biology HL, Chemistry, IB Physics SL, ELD Reading-Basic, MPx - 9, MPx - 10
- 7:45-10:45: Science-extended time (courses listed above except MPx)
- 12:00-3:00: World Languages-extended time
- 1:10-3:10: Oceanography, IB Chemistry SL, Advanced Aquatics

---

**Scudder:** Breakfast only  
**Weinberg:** 7:30-3:00  
**Library:** 7:00-3:00

**Scudder:** Breakfast only  
**Weinberg:** 7:30-3:00  
**Library:** 7:00-3:00

**Scudder:** closed  
**Weinberg:** 7:30-11:00  
**Library:** 7:00-11:00

---

Lockers are not available during final exam hours.  
School Pride Friday dress code and normal parking permit rules apply during the final exam days.  
Students are expected to remain in the exam rooms the entire 2-hour period.